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Senate Reforms: Senators Reid and McConnell have reached an “agreement” on Senate 
rules reform. While there are some benefits to the agreement it does nothing to reform 
the filibuster and there’s limited “transparency” improvements.

The beneficial components will improve nominations and speed up the process in 
which bills move through the chamber by reducing the debate times. On the executive 
nominations debate was reduced from 30 hours to 8 and district court nominations 
will be reduced to two hours of debate.

If the majority and minority leaders agree to allow two amendments each (total of 4) 
then the Motion to Proceed (end debate) could not be filibustered. If the amendment is 
germane, then it would be subject to a 51 vote threshold. If the amendment is non-
germane then it requires a 60 vote threshold.

They did agree to reduced the number of motions required to go to conference 
committee from 3 to 1.

Finally there’s a gentleman’s agreement that makes some changes in how filibusters 
are carried out however it seems likely that the Senate will figure out ways to 
circumvent the new “agreement”.

It seems to be a decent package of procedural and functional reforms but again, there 
is no meaningful filibuster reform and we’ll have to wait and see what happens to the 
transparency issue.

The LEC GAC Chairs and reps did a wonderful job on getting postcards signed that 
were hand delivered to the Senators when they started the 113th Congress.  AFA was 
acknowledged at the CWA staff
meeting for the number of cards returned and for out- performing our sisters and 
brothers at CWA in Texas, Florida and Hawaii.

OSHA: The proposed OSHA policy providing Flight Attendants with OSHA protections 
will not become final until after the FAA and OSHA have received and reviewed public 
comments.  The comment period was extended to January 22.  The airlines have 
already met with the FAA to raise their concerns about OSHA in the cabin.  As we 
expected, airlines are arguing OSHA is totally unnecessary and would be too expensive.  
We encouraged comments from Flight Attendants or form letters be sent using 
comments of a personal nature describing how their safety and health would be 
enhanced by requiring airlines to adopt OSHA blood-borne pathogens, noise and 
hearing conservations and hazard communications standards for Flight Attendants.
Known Crew Member: American Eagle is expecting to be part of Known Crew Member 
in April 2013. The company has stated that the reason for the delay is American IT 
dropped the ball on us. 



The IT person for American Eagle states that each carrier must have their own 
platform. They are developing that now and all information must be checked and 
entered before we are able to proceed.

Upcoming issues: 
• Bankruptcy reform
• Enhanced Rest Requirements Are Needed for Flight Attendants
• Portable electronic devices
• Self defense training
• Crew communication - especially for Regional Airlines  (trying to get 

communication between FA's and the cockpit)

Activities since June 2013:
• Attended the FA Coalition meeting in DC June 2012
• Legislative meeting in DC June 2012 (Review  election)
• Met with AA Government Affairs department in DC
• Attended the AeroClub luncheon with AA GA department in DC 
• Illinois District visits to Congressional Members

• Dick Durbin (Senator)
• Dan Lipinski (D-3)
• Tammy Duckworth (D-8) - during campaign
• Adam Kinzinger (R-16)
• Randy Hultgren (R-14)

• Fix the Senate Campaign - engaged our LEC GAC's involvement and achieved 
acknowledgement by CWA for their outstanding work 

• Legislative topic planning for 113th Congress
• Conference calls with United GAC
• Worked on the Political FlightLog
• LEC GAC's collected pictures for the FlightLog political edition.
• Attended AFA International Political Legislative Committee meeting to detail our  

path for the 113th Congress. Issues, campaigns, mailings, grassroots, etc.
• and various other activities

The Association of Flight Attendants-CWA (AFA-CWA), an independent sector within the 
Communications Workers of America (CWA), is the world's largest labor union organized by 
flight attendants for flight attendants.  AFA represents nearly 60,000 flight attendants at 20 
airlines, serving as a voice for flight attendants at their workplace, in the industry, in the media 
and on Capitol Hill.  Simply put, the goal of flight attendants who become part of AFA-CWA is 
to negotiate better pay, benefits, working conditions and work rules at their airline, and to 
improve their safety on the job. 

Bankruptcy Reform

In the post-9/11 era, bankruptcies have decimated airline industry jobs. The resulting layoffs 
have impacted hundreds of thousands of airline employees. Section 1113 of the bankruptcy code, 



which was originally designed to protect workers, has been manipulated by management to 
rewrite contracts, terminate pension plans and cut wages and benefits. Meanwhile corporate 
executives and management have been rewarded with millions of dollars in bonuses for steering 
our airlines into and through the bankruptcy process, despite the fact that poor management has 
been, in many cases, the very reason we ended up in bankruptcy.

The damage sustained by too many of our members has already been done but, we strongly 
support legislation to protect future workers from the same misfortunes suffered in the past. 

Enhanced Rest Requirements Are Needed for Flight Attendants

Recognizing the gravity of fatigue on airline crew members, the Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) addressed pilot fatigue with a rule change in December 2011. The FAA excluded flight 
attendants.  

Until 1994, limitations on duty period and required rest for flight attendants did not exist. In 
1994, the FAA recognized flight attendant fatigue is a condition that could impact flight attendant 
job performance. The 1994, FAA rule mandated a minimum nine hours of rest for flight 
attendants following a duty period of 15 hours. However, the FAA permits airlines to use 
“reduced rest” to provide flexibility for irregular scheduling delays.  The frequent abuse of this 
rule by airline management in scheduling prevents flight attendants from getting adequate sleep. 

In 2005 and 2007. Congress authorized the FAA’s Civil Aerospace Medical Institute (CAMI) to 
conduct a series of fatigue studies on flight attendants. The results, published in 2010, reported 
that flight attendant fatigue occurs more frequently than originally known. In an era of 
heightened security with the need for constant vigilance, nobody can afford for have flight 
attendants, the last line of defense in aviation safety, to be exhausted on the job. AFA supports 
rule making based on the CAMI recommendations to combat flight attendant fatigue.

Portable Electronic Devices 

The increasing use of portable electronic devices (PEDs) on board commercial airplanes is a 
long-standing concern of flight attendants, whose primary responsibilities are to ensure the safety  
and security of cabin occupants and to act as the last line of defense before the flight deck door.

AFA is working with government and industry experts to discuss the future of in-flight use of 
PEDs. The committee, organized by the FAA, has been tasked with evaluating regulations, 
policies and procedures that attempt to manage the safe use of portable electronic devices during 
flight. 



Flight attendants have long been concerned by the potential for disruptions from the use of cell 
phones by passengers on commercial flights and the potential impact of cellular communication 
on safety and security. AFA supports a ban on cellular and voice over internet protocol (VoIP) 
communications in flight.

Self-Defense Training 

In the years following 9/11, Congress has mandated and the FAA has regulated several initiatives 
to defend the cockpit including reinforcing doors and arming pilots. However self-defense and 
counterterrorism training for flight attendants, who are on the front lines, is still inadequate. 

Flight attendants are the first responders on commercial airplanes responsible for the protection 
and preservation of the cabin environment, and for the lives of the over 630 million people who 
make up the flying public annually. Safe and secure travel depends on flight attendants’ ability to 
identify and respond to threats to passenger health and the safety and security of the aircraft 
cabin and flight deck. 

Flight attendant security training must consist of repetition and drills necessary to gain the 
appropriate intellectual, physical, and emotional responses to protect oneself, fellow 
crewmembers, passengers and the aircraft from acts of terrorism such as hijack or sabotage.  


